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Abstract 

 
Power Lines have pre-established infrastructure that delivers electricity to 

residence and commercial infrastructures. Exploiting the same infrastructure, 

high speed reliable communication can be established with least hardware 

setup. However due to its nature of carrying alternating current of voltages of 

various range, there is severe impact on data being carried on PLC. A novel 

PLC transmission scheme is introduced that makes use of spatial diversity 

with quasi adaptive modulation scheme based on channel estimation.  Results 

proves success in achieving reliable communication (PHY and MAC layer) by 

maintaining higher bitrate of communication up to 4.5 Mbps (which is 

equivalent to 3.5 G communication rate of wireless communication). Due to 

reliable and high speed communication, it opens up gates of new applications 

of power line communication with higher throughput, making it more useful 

for other commercial applications.       
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1 Introduction 

 Coal-hauling is the key to the coal supply sustainability, especially for 

electricity supply and other economic sectors. Special roads for coal-hauling 

are an effort so that coal-hauling does not use public roads that join other road 

users. Every coal mining product operated by the company must be 

transported using a special road so that many special roads are built in the 

inland and have various topographies. The haul road geometry is part of the 

planning which emphasizes more on the plan of the physical form of the road 

so that it can fulfil the essential functions of the road, which is to provide 

optimal service for operating traffic activities because the objective of 

transport road geometry planning is to produce safe infrastructure, maximize 

service, and maximize the ratio of the level of use and or cost of 

implementation. The shape, size, and road space are said to be good if it 

provides a sense of comfort and safety to road users. The haul road slope can 

be in the form of a descending road or an ascending road caused by 

differences in contour. The ability of the conveyance is directly related to the 

road slope.  

 Electrical power line has very good connectivity in almost all developed 

and most of the developing countries including Iraq. Traditionally these power 

lines were intendant to transmit alternating current of 30 to 60 Hz with 

amplitude of 110v to 220v to facilitate electricity [1]. However, since few 

decades, studies are going on to make additional usage of these pre-

established power line infrastructures in terms of digital and analog 

communication medium. Due to its core area of operation, there is very high 

electromagnetic interference making it difficult to achieve higher rates of 

communication [1]. Thus, most of the researches are intended to make the 

communication more reliable. Due to this nature (i.e., unreliable 

communication at physical medium), either it cannot be used for real-time 

application, or it requires limited operation that requires least data 

transmission. In addition to this, at transport later of networking model, it 

requires mandatory use of reliable transport protocol like TCP instead of UDP 

to ensure that all the required control information is transmitted and received 

correctly [2]. This implies to the well-known fact that, using any reliable 

transport protocol, in case if there are any losses or corruption in data during 

transmission, it is handled by retransmission. This retransmission of 

information not only adds cost to end-to-end communication, but it also adds 

huge delay and reduces throughput [2]. Following sections provides an 

introduction to PLC and Space Time Coding Scheme STCS. 
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2  Power Line Communication Channel 

 

Electric lines are used for transmitting and distributing AC power signals at 50 

Hz or 60 Hz from power plant to the end clients. Based on voltage levels, the 

electric power lines in Iraq are classified as shown in Figure  [3]. 

 
Figure 1 Typical Electrical Power Distribution [3] 

 

Where; 

 EHV: is an extra high voltage, 400KV. 

 HV: is a high voltage, 132KV. 

 MV: is a medium voltage, 33-11KV. 

 LV: is a low voltage, 0.4KV. 

 

2.1 Noise in PLC 

 Noise in the PLC channels can be classified as shown in Figure 2. The 

summation of colored background noise and narrowband noise of the power 

line forms the background noise of PLC channel [4]. It can be expressed as 

follows: 

                                                     (1) 

 

 
Figure 2 Noises in power line [3] 

 

Where,        indicates the total background noise,        indicates the 

colored background noise and        represents the narrowband noise. The 

total background noise can remain stationary for very long time which can be 

of few minutes or even hours [6,5]. 
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Figure 3 Generation of colored Gaussian background noise [5] 

 

Figure 3 depicts noises, the most important types of noises are  

 Periodic impulsive noise that coincides with the AC cycle, 

 Periodic impulsive noise that doesn't coincide with the AC cycle, and 

 Aperiodic impulsive noise. 

 

2.2 Practical Applications of PLC 

 Power line communication is a way of establishing communication 

medium using private / public wires used for transmitting electricity (electric 

power). Power line communication is majorly known to be used for 1) 

Internet/Intranet connectivity or 2) Remote Control of Devices including 

monitoring and surveillance [7].  

Internet/Intranet Connectivity: This involves facilitating an internet 

connection using power lines for outdoor and / or indoor usage. 1) On 

Premises Networking: This resembles to the usage of PLC for intranet 

connection at premises in closed infrastructure like an office building or a 

house [9]. Existing wires within the building are used for creating intranet. 

This intranet can be connected with internet using any router or gateways. 

This way, connectivity of network can be provided within the building at 

different floors and rooms utilizing electric line wires (untwisted). 2) 

Broadband PLC: This resembles to the usage of PLC for internet connection 

from nearby service nodes to building using electric wire lines [8]. This 

mostly uses public / government power line infrastructure for communication. 

In some countries, private energy agencies also provide host services to 

internet service providers for better area of business coverage and 

connectivity. 

Remote Device Control & Monitoring: This involves usage of power lines to 

control smart home appliances and / or monitoring outdoor surveillances [10]. 

1) Smart Home: This resembles to the usage of PLC for on premises device 

controls that requires only controlled information to be shared. For example, 

sending control to start room heater or coffee maker using existing power line 

connections within the building. There are few devices manufactured that 

supports power line communication and are connected to control unit which is 

usually placed in the building. 

2) Monitoring and Surveillances: This resembles the usage of power lines 

for automatic metering reading and control, as well as remote surveillance of 

the city using CCTV Cameras connected over Powerline using PLC 

networking kit. 
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3 System Modulation 

 The proposed system involves OFDM and STC as modulation techniques 

to transmit over PLC. This section explains on OFDM and STC specification 

used for the proposed system. 

 

3.1 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

 OFDM is a wideband communication baseband that is efficient in 

combatting channel fading, which is also used in the proposed technique for 

power line medium [11]. Using multicarrier transmission system is inevitable 

when dealing with high volume of data with expectations of faster 

transmission rates. However, while dealing with broadband communication 

channel, the distance between the sub carrier is directly proportional to the 

quality of reception and estimation of the transmitted message. This is due to 

the well-known fact of inter carrier interferences and inter channel 

interferences for a communication channel. OFDM exploits the principal of 

orthogonality where each sub carrier is selected as orthogonal to each other 

leading to least interference and saves bandwidth. In terms of wireline 

channel, theoretically it has infinite bandwidth, moreover the two channels 

utilized are two different physical wires, which leads to lesser inter channel 

interferences ideally [11]. However, this holds true when there is no electric 

voltage passing over same wires. Due to alternated current passing over the 

lines, it not only adds AC distortion to modulated message symbol, but also 

induces electromagnetic distortions. On the same note, many researchers have 

proven that OFDM is not only good for wireless channels but also for any 

other channel, in comparison to simple FDM or other wideband 

communication. In the proposed scheme OFDM is used to transmit broadband 

symbol exploiting its key benefit of subcarrier orthogonality, which helps in 

reduction to bit error rate in comparison to other multicarrier transmission 

schemes [11]. 

 

3.2 Space Time Coding 

 Space time coding also known as the Alamouti coding scheme that 

demonstrated optimal configuration of data mapping to overcome channel 

interferences by exploiting spatial diversity. As in this research, Space Time 

Coding is utilized over PLC, configurations are explained in terms of wires as 

communication medium. 

 Assume that there are two wires, Wire1 and Wire 2, then according to 

Alamouti coding scheme, if W1 transmits symbol S1 at time T1, then W2 

should transmit S2 at same time T1. Now, coming to Time T2, orthogonal 

symbol redundancy should be transmitted like W1 should transmitted negative 

conjugate of S2 (i.e., -S2*) and W2 should transmit conjugate of S1 (i.e., 

S1*). Using this scheme, redundancy is created over time interval T1 and T2  
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and cross wire orthogonality is maintained which increases changes of 

message symbol recovery at the receiver, as shown in Eq. (2). During 

estimation of the message signal at receiver’s end, it should be noted that a 

feedback module is taken that estimates the health of the restored symbol 

transmitted v/s restored (i.e., before demodulation) which is feed to 

transmitted block choose the optimal value of QAM modulation during the 

transmission [12].  

             
    

       
                     (2) 

 Here S1 and S2 are the message symbols. In terms of communication at 

Physical Layer, this can be a complex number denoting analog version of the 

actual symbol. Considering in terms of the research, here S1 is the subcarrier 

OFDM modulated Symbol with QAM with Turbo coding. 

 

 
Figure 4 ST – OFDM Transmission Scheme [12] 

 

 As shown in Figure 4, the message date (d) is transmitted in Alamouti 

scheme as per Eq (1). It is further processed with OFDM (IFFT). Here h1, and 

h2 are the channel path gains (as this is wired PLC channel, multi paths are 

not expected to be very higher in number). Post channel, CPR and FFT shows 

OFDM demodulation and using a combiner d1 and d2, 2 versions of original 

message data d is received. 

 The only drawback here is that overall transmission is delayed by ½ 

times, as receiver makes detection of message symbol after every even time 

intervals finding the best version of symbol available for same message from 

redundancy.  

 

4 Proposed System 

 A Transmission system is proposed with signal health restoration 

feedback which leads to Dynamic Channel adaptive switching of modulation 

index. To increase the quality of signal received, Turbo encoding is used. It 

should be noted that any encoding method can be used and each technique has 

its pros and cons. Here study and comparison of different encoding is not 

scope of this research. Separate research has been done on various encoding 

techniques comparison for OFDM – PLC, from which for demonstration 

purpose, here Turbo code is used.  
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4.1 Transmission Block Diagram 

 The overall block diagram of the system is as shown in figure 5. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 Proposed System Block Diagram 

  

 As shown in the figure,space time coding technique is employed over a 3-

Phase PLC network. As a part of simulation various types of noises are 

studied viz. colored noised, narrowband noise and 2-Port PLC noise due to 

thermal and electromagnetic interferences. However, for the standard 

simulation results, here AWGN noise is considered to facilitate other 

researches to compare their results with the benchmarks. Here DAQM 

represents Dynamic Adaptive QAM Modulation.  

 Once the multiple versions of the signal reach the receiver through 

different phases, as suggested by Alamouti coding scheme, signals are 

decoded. Channel is estimated using MMSE channel estimation technique and 

best version of signal computed is recover by removing channel impacts. This 

signal is feed to OFDM demodulation which performs the FFT operation on 

OFDM symbol. 

 

4.2 Training Quasi Dynamic Adaptation 

 Considering the limitations of physical wires, it is very difficult to provide 

with wired feedback channel from receiver to transmitter. Thus, it is suggested 

to have few control units between transmitter and receiver that trains the 

channel at different interval. Training of means that transmission of fixed 

symbols at receiver for certain duration (depending upon the channel  
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characteristics) and based on Signal-to-Noise Ratio, different QAM indexes 

are mapped with minimum and maximum threshold. Thus, based on SNR 

estimation, Transmitter can choose optimal value of QAM index, for the 

current transmission based on trained feedbacks. This technique is Quasi 

Adaptive Dynamic Modulation, which does not necessary requires feedback 

channel from receiver, but requires to train the transmission system after every 

(t) interval. 

 Theoretically, the proposed Quasi Dynamic switching method would not 

only save physical wiring infrastructure cost, but would also save processing 

power for estimation and dynamic switching. Unlike traditional control 

rooms, here the training does not require bulky units. It requires a fixed set of 

512 OFDM symbol in ROM of transmitter and receiver and both transmitter 

and receiver must be synced with same hardware time that can auto tune using  

training symbol after every fixed time interval. In case, if the configuration of 

transmitter and receiver is not same in terms of training OFDM symbol and 

training time interval, the transmission system would fail completely. For 

unsupervised efficient transmission of Quasi Dynamic Adaptative modulation, 

it is recommended to set training interval as every 1 minute. Setting this 

optimal time, does require any supervision of the symbol health. 

 

5 Simulation Results 

 A Monte Carlo simulation was carried out that took around 29 hours in a 

go to simulate and display the results. Various configurations were examined 

the are explained here. Following are the simulation parameters used to run 

the proposed system under various configurations in order to evaluation the 

system performance over linear incremented Signal to Noise Ratio.  

 
Table1 Simulation Parameters 

S. No Simulation Parameters Values 

1 Baseband Communication MIMO  OFDM 

2 FFT Size 256 and 512 

3 Encoding Technique Turbo Encoder 

4 Modulation Type Quasi daptative Dynamic 

5 
Modulation Orders 

BPSK, QPSK, QAM (16, 64, 

256, 512) 

6 MIMO Configuration 2x2 (Over PLC Line) 

7 Channel PLC 

8 Noise AWGN (0 to 25dB) 

9 Equalizer MMSE 

10 System Training Interval Every 10 seconds 

 

5.1 Bit Error Rate over Signal to Noise Ratio 

 A simulation of the proposed system was carried out for 64, 256 and 512 

OFDM symbol configuration. It can be seen that the proposed system SNR 

performance exhibits switching between the modulation indexing based on the  
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training time interval (every 10 seconds). The upper peak of the switching is a 

configuration parameter representing permissible maximum error rate. The 

lower peak has gone up to practical 0, which justifies the gaps in the graph in 

switching. This also signifies that switching performed at every 10 seconds 

was little faster than required. Based on this result, it was recommended to 

perform training every 1 minute. However, training interval and maximum 

permissible error can be configured based on the application where the 

transmission system is to be used, making it customized robust system.  

 

 
Figure 6 Proposed System with QFDM – 64 

 

 Figure 6, shows proposed system under simulation for 64-bit OFDM 

configuration. This configuration shows best results however with 

compromising with higher throughput. In order to choose optimal FFT size, 

for throughput v/s quality of transmission, 256 and 512-bit OFDM are also 

simulated. It should be noted in order to achieve the quality of the 

transmission above the threshold, adaptation started with BPSK and reached 

to partial 0 error rate around 3dB but switching occurred at 6dB, till than 

unnecessary loss of transmission rate is observed. If switching was performed 

at 3dB instead of 6dB, it would have led to higher transmission rate. Likewise, 

same result follows for other actual v/s expected switching points.   

 
Figure 7 Proposed Systems with QFDM – 256 
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 Figure 7, shows proposed system under simulation for 256-bit OFDM 

configuration. These configuration shows, even after increasing the FFT size, 

it has still maintained maximum permissible error threshold. However, in  

comparisons to Figure, there is seen in increase in the switching, as there is 

very fast switching is observed at very short interval of SNR which exploits 

higher utilization of transmission rate in terms of increased FFT size as well 

as increased QAM modulation indexing size. Here switching started with 

BPSK and reached to practical 0 error rate at 6dB and switching performed 

somewhere near to 6dB, still maintaining the quality of transmission below 

the required maximum thresholding point. Likewise, observation follows for 

other actual v/s expected switching points. 

 
Figure 8 Proposed System with QFDM – 256 

 

 Figure 8, shows proposed system under simulation for 512-bit OFDM 

which supports maximum throughput as per practical channel capacity. Here, 

it can be seen that switching started with BPSK and at point 6dB where it 

reached almost 0 error rate, at same point switching was performed from 

BPSK to QPSK and likewise up to 256 – QAM. Thus, it shows optimal 

configuration that exploits best channel capacity and leads to maximum 

throughput by switching at optimized points, still maintaining error rate below 

the maximum permissible threshold. 

 

5.2 Throughput Comparison 

 With increase in FFT size, there is an obvious increase in channel capacity 

leading to higher volume of transmission in same time interval, however as 

aforementioned, system is configured to sustain least permissible error. Thus, 

in order to retain the quality of transmission, there is a non-linear delay in 

switching to higher modulation indexes, which can be visually seem from  
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Figures by observing the higher possible switched 256-QAM, at 23, 27 and 29 

dB respectively. This leads to loss in the transmission rate as lower message 

symbols are transmitted due to lower QAM modulation index. However, at 

same time, higher volume of such lower index QAM symbols can be 

transmitted due to increase in FFT size. In order to compare this phenomenon, 

a graph is plotted for actual received throughput, which shows actual volume 

of data transmitted. 

 

 
Figure 9 Throughput Comparison for Quasi-Dynamic Switching 

 

 Figure 9, shows that for all values of throughput, highest volume of data 

transferred considering best switched QAM index, FFT with size 512 has the 

highest throughput for all the times and all the SNRs. There is overlap at some 

SNRs, which means that the proposed system can further be programmed to 

be dynamically switching between FFT size however that would add to the 

overhead in terms of bulky hardware and processing power for FFT 

calculations and switching. Thus, we recommend using FFT size 512 for the 

proposed mechanism.  

 

6 Conclusions 

 A novel transmission system is proposed in this research, which utilizes 

512-bit OFDM with Quasi Adaptive Dynamic QAM index switching and a 3-

Phase STC diversity over PLC communication channel. The simulation run 

showed a maximum of 1 Gb throughput with maximum transmission rate of 

4.5 Mbps which is higher or equivalent to 3.5G of wireless communication. 

Also, a provision is provided for training interval and maximum permissible 

BER threshold, which can be configured based on the application of the 

system, making it as a robust communication system.   
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